Disciplinary History for Theta Xi Fraternity (99990023)

Incident Date: 2017-03-08

Incident ID: 2016345601

Incident Summary:

Respect for Community J1 (Encouraging Others)
Respect for Others (General)
Respect for Community E1 (Failure to Comply)

Disciplinary Probation
Educational Sanction 1

Incident Date: 2017-02-17

Incident ID: 2016299301

Incident Summary:

LUPD responded for a fire alarm (pull station) being activated in the house. Upon arrival a member admitted to bumping the pull station. He was in possession of alcohol. An exit was blocked with trash and trash cans constituting a fire safety violation. The president of the chapter stated that they had pledges up at the house and were playing drinking games.

Respect for Community M1 (Fire Safety or Other Life Safety Violations)
Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption, Distribution, or Possession)

Disciplinary Probation (Corporate) -- Effective: 2017-03-21 to 2017-12-18
Educational Sanction 2
Educational Sanction 1
Fine (Corporate)

Incident Date: 2015-05-01

Incident ID: 2014354501

Incident Summary:

Respect for Community (General)
Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption, Distribution, or Possession)
Respect for Property A1A (Vandalism)

Deferred Dissolution -- Effective: 2015-05-26 to 2016-05-31
Disciplinary Probation (Corporate) -- Effective: 2016-05-31 to 2016-12-31
Educational Sanction 2
Educational Sanction 1
Letter of Apology
Additional Sanctions/Stipulations
* Outside of these sanctions, we agreed that the chapter should work with Alum advisor Brian to settle things with Bear Creek and that was not a university matter.

**Incident Date: 2013-01-26**  **Incident ID: 2012198501**

Incident Summary:

Respect for Community B1 (Causing an Emergency)
Respect for Community I1 (Posted Rules and Regulations)
Respect for Property A1A (Vandalism)
Respect for Community I1B (1.D.11.a - Irresponsible Distribution of Alcohol)
Respect for Property E1 (Gross Disregard)
Respect for Self A1 (Unauthorized Consumption)

Deferred Dissolution -- Effective: 2013-01-26 to 2013-12-31
Alcohol Free Housing (Dry House) -- Effective: 2013-01-26 to 2014-12-31
Disciplinary Probation (Corporate) -- Effective: 2014-01-01 to 2014-12-31
Educational Sanction 2
Educational Sanction 3
Educational Sanction 1
Educational Sanction 4
Fine (Corporate)